Fixed Cost IT Services:
One monthly fee is all
you pay!
Do you have trouble budgeting for IT from year to year?
Has the loss of a critical applications ever affected your
business revenue? Let us give you the peace of mind and
the freedom to run your business without having to worry
about unexpected IT issues.
Downtime and lost productivity impact your bottom line.
Fixed cost IT provides a reliable way to manage your
network for a budget-friendly, predictable cost. F8
Consulting will work with you to understand your
business’s needs and budget.

What do we offer?
F8 offers a full range of IT services, customized to your
needs, at an affordable price. From day-to-day troubleshooting to strategic long term planning, we have you all
covered. We can be your IT department or supplement
your existing IT staff. Just tell us what you need.

VIRTUALIZATION
Cloud computing is an exciting new technology designed to
dramatically reduce IT costs through server consolidation. Our
experts design, build and manage virtual networks that will take
your enterprise to the next level.

NETWORK DESIGN

CONSULTING

Our Network Architects will design your network to meet your
current and future needs, including cabling, connectivity and
infrastructure, and can also continue on to ensure your network
functions smoothly.

ENTERPRISE DATABASE REPORTING
Our Database Reporting Specialists create accurate, content-rich
reports that help drive the key performance goals of your
business.

MANAGED SERVICES
DATABASE ADMINISTRATION AND DEVELOPMENT
We deliver high-quality SQL, Oracle and .Net database development, and provide comprehensive administration and migration
services to ensure the consistency, reliability and security of your
data.

HOSTED EXCHANGE

How do we do it?
First, we assess your existing
infrastructure to assess potential
weaknesses and meet with you to understand your
concerns. Next, we create a custom service plan that
defines your expectations and needs. Then, we deliver.
F8 consultants are veteran IT professionals with a
minimum of five years of experience in their field. Each
consultant has serviced a diverse range of clients, from
small start-ups to large educational institutions, and is
experienced in providing quality service in cost-conscious
environments. We also employ state-of-the-art tools,
such as automated systems reporting, to monitor the
performance and health of your network. Essentially, we
become your outsourced IT department with a local
presence.

We can provide you with global shared contacts, calendars and
instant access to your email through Microsoft’s Exchange
Hosted Solution without the hassle and expense of managing
your own server. Spam and virus filtering is INCLUDED with this
service.

WEB AND EMAIL HOSTING
Let us provide the dynamic design, development and hosting of
your company website. We can also host your domain!

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
We can assist your in-house staff in managing a variety of
projects from concept through timely completion, including network
design, upgrades, proprietary HW and SW implementation,
WAN/LAN and VPN integration.

RELOCATION CONSULTING
Moving? Consult our experts to ensure the most efficient
relocation of your technology systems.

www.f8consulting.com
(201) 839-5410

F8 MANAGED SERVICE PLANS

SERVICE

DESCRIPTION

Online Backup

Your critical data is remotely and automatically backed up in SAS-70 compliant data
centers to ensure it is protected and available for restoration. This removes the potential
for “human error” that can lead to lost data or security breaches.

Help Desk

Our service desk acts on customer inquiries regarding the network components covered
under your service contract during normal business hours.

Monitoring

Our state of the art, remote-monitoring system lets us know about problems with your
network environment to prevent them from affecting you.

Maintenance

Preventative maintenance is the best way to decrease downtime and keep security tight.

Management

Our management system allows our engineers to take control of network devices,
perform remote maintenance and address problems as they arise.

Security

We employ an array of sophisticated technologies and protocols to ensure immediate
detection and to keep your digital assets protected against spyware, viruses and intruder
vulnerabilities.

Reporting

We generate customized quarterly reports on items that threaten the performance,
security or integrity of your network environment to ensure you are aware of your
network’s health.

Wellness Visits

Unlike other providers, a network technician will make a monthly service visit to your
location to ensure the health of your equipment and to personally listen to any and all
of your concerns and issues.

Project Management

Our dedicated “Virtual CIO” will act as the technical seat in your senior management
team by visiting you to discuss issues based on the data collected from your
environment and provide customized recommendations on how to plan for the future.
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